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fUtionary spiral in prices and incomes and tha*-
measures both to control demand and to restrain
or control incomes may be necessary
But it is easier to specify in general terms the
measure- needed to combat inflation than it is to
ipply policies which are successful in practice
In particular policy measures to restrain or con
trol wage increases are difficult to reconcile with
widely accepted procedures of collective bargain
me
The Balance oi Payments
Britain is heavily dependent on imports This
country must import food it cannot produce
enough food withm its borders to feed ii<a popula
tion Many of the raw materials necessary for
its industry have to be purchased from abroad
furthermore some manufactured goods produced
in other countries will be purchased because they
are cheaper or more attractive than similar goods
produced at home All these goods and our
imports of services have to be paid for in foreign
cu rencj Foreign currencv is earned by export
ing gools ->nd services to other countries It is
not however considered sufficient to earn enough
foreign currency from our exports to pay for our
imports The objective i& to ei,rn considerably
riore than that so tuat we have a surplus of
foreign currency available to piy off extemil
debts to build up our external assets by investing
abroad to enable us to lend and give aid to under
developed coaatries and 1.0 inerev-e our foreign
exchange resources
Since the war our balance of payments position
has been precarious Exports have increased
considerably but so have imports and the margin
of safety has been so narrow that unfavourable
turns of events have led to crises in the balance
ofnayments In several years our earnings from
the export of goods and services harve not even
been sufficient to cover our payments for imports
Jid m no year has the surplus been as large as
is eonsiderea necessary With the balance of
payments delicately poised even m favourable
years and with corrective action necessary in
ciisis years economic policies have been much,
influenced by our foreign trade problems It is
easy to say that most of the problems would dis
appear or would become less urgent If we could
achieve a major expansion of our exports But
most export markets are highly competitive and
we cannot expect to sell more unless the price
quality and terms of delivery of our goods and
services are at least as attractive as those of our
rivals ui export markets
Economic Growth
Taking a longer view the most important ob
j active of internal economic policy must be to
raise the standard of living The standard of
living can increase only if more goods and services
are produced per head of population In a fully
employed economy the main source of increased
output is a higher productivity—output per per
son—of the working population
Standards of living in this country have been
rising the output of goods and "services per head
of population increased by about 25 per cent
between 1959 and I960 Nevertheless many
economists are of the opinion that the rate of
growth, of output arid productivity can be and.
 should be increased. In particular they point
out that our rate of growth compares unfavourably
with that achieved by some other countries
The potentialities for higher productivity ire
enormous The TT S A has the highest standard
of living in the world in many industries output
per person employed is twice or more than yet
attained rn this country In order to achieve a
higher level of rroductivity tn this country more
and better machinery and capital equipment will
have to be installed also work will liave to be
phnned organised and controlled m such a way
as to make more effective use of labour- and
machinery
Underdeveloped Countries
Britain and the other developed countries of the
world have important responsibilities towards
the underdeveloped countries The poorest two
thirds of the world s population iccount for only a
sixth of total world income and output whi'e
two thirds of world income accrue to the richest
sixth of world population a category which in
eludes Bnttin The poorest two thirds suffer
from poverty hunger malnutrition debilitating
diseases and widespread illiteracy To make
matters wor e most of the poor countries are ei
periencing a rapid growth of population Output
has to rise as fist as population just to prevent
standards of living from falling and an increase in
standards of living requires an even faster growth
of output
Tew underdeveloped countries can hope to solve
the increasing problems they face without active
and tenerous help from developed countries This,
help must take many forms Tmancial aid m the
form of giants or loans m order to place resources
at the diSDOsal of underdeveloped countries whicl)
they would otherwise not be able to obtain
technical aid to assist in the solution of the many
technical problems which have to be solved
trading policies which do not hinder underde
veloped countries from getting the imports they
need or from selling their exports—these are all
activities m which Britain must play her part In
narticular of course Britain must contribute to
the development of the underdeveloped countries
of the Commonwealth
The Inter relationship oi Economic Problems
Each of the problems briefly described, above if
extremely complex The difficulties of achieving
successful solutions are further aggravated, by the
fact that the problems are inter related m such
a way that measures which are helpful for one
problem can make others more difficult to solve
Tor example a reduction of purchasing power
might be considered helpful m the control of
inflation and might ease balance of payments
problems by reducing—or slowing down the in
crease of—imports But it could also lead to an
increase in unemployment and to a slowing down
in the rate of growth of the economy Or again
a reduction m aid to underdeveloped countries
could make it easier to balance our external
accounts but such action could hardly be recon
died with our responsibilities towards tmderde
veloped countries In the nest section, particular
aspects of the British economy are eonsideied m
some detail the final section discusses tne mam
features of the development of the economy since
1960
II    SURVEY OF THE BRITISH ECONOMY
1 INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND
PAYMENTS
Imports and Exports
In 1964 the "United Kingdom bought from
abroad goods to the value of £5 514 million or
just over £100 per head Food is a large item in
this bill accounting for 32 per cent of the total
Fuel, largely ofl costs about 11 per cent basic
materials for industry SI per cent and manu
factored goods (a category that includes a large
number of semi manufactured goods bought tor
 further processing) 86 per cent Ihis last category
of Imports has increased sharply ui tecent years
In 1954 they represented only 20 per cent in an
import bill of only £3 369 million AH this can
be seen in the table
There are three mam determinants of the level
of British imports One is the competitiveness of
British with foreign producers Britain imports
those commodities which.—at the current exchange
rate between, the pound and foreign currencies-
can be bought more cheaply from foreign than
from home producers Secondly the level of

